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The newly founded Yellow Bay.Biological Station on 
Flathead Lake is the subject of this photo taken in 1913 
by Professor Morton J. Elrod, founder of the station.
Students stayed in tents and did most of their 
laboratory work in the large brick building to the 
right. The old building has since been replaced by a
modern laboratory. For features on how the station 
has changed and the research being done there, see 





Editor's note: Rep. Gary Kimble made an impassioned 
plea for more money for the university system during 
the one-day special session of the state legislature 
Aug. 4. The House voted down his proposal 64-37.
A lawyer, a member of the Montana State 
Legislature at age 32, a man interested in landscape 
architecture and alternative energy sources. Not your 
average college professor.
Gary Niles Kimble, state representative from District 
94, is an assistant professor of Native American Studies 
at the University of Montana and a member of the 
Gros Ventre tribe.
Kimble received his B.A. in journalism from UM in 
1966 and his doctorate of Juris Prudence from the UM 
law school in 1972. He joined the UM faculty in 
September 1974 and is a member of the Faculty 
Senate.
After some years in journalism and law, Kimble 
turned to teaching. He finds it excitingand rewarding.
“ I went into it on an experimental basis. Now I find I 
really like it. I've learned a lot from the 
students—from my interaction with them," Kimble 
said.
Kimble left the law field and his private practice 
with Kimble and Smith in Missoula because he found 
that his time was too limited and spread too thin for 
effective work in his specialization—Indian legal 
affairs and economic development.
"Education is the one area with a hard money 
committment in developing the Indian community," 
Kimble said, referring to federal and state funding.
"It's the one place that is progressive and 
constructive at the state level."
Kimble discussed the recent push by the state to 
sensitize grade school and secondary school teachers 
who teach on the reservations to Indian student 
needs.
He was referring to House Joint Resolution 60 
passed in the 1974 session that authorized the 
development of a statewide plan under which all 
schools in Montana, from kindergarten to institutions 
of higher education, would have a Native American 
Studies program by 1984.
Kimble views this as a beneficial move.
"Students will begin to be good students and will 
still retain their cultural identity."
The state holds the responsibility for education and 
money for education goes to the school boards—not 
to the individual reservation schools, according to 
Kimble.
This results in cultural deprivation for the Indian
student and leads to poor performance at the college 
level, Kimble said.
"It's a real challenge to produce professional and 
semi-professional Indians with skills to create a 
change in the community. They need their own 
definitions of success."
Kimble keeps his legal counseling to a minimum.
"I'm  always getting calls from someone in trouble 
or in jail who knows about my degree and wants some 
advising," Kimble said.
But he is still active in general legal affairs of Indians.
"In the legal area the community is beginning to 
open up and understand the Indian in the judicial 
system. Some Indians just don't understand that 
certain things are illegal, things like open containers. 
We are tryinjg to sensitize the police to this problem."
Kimble handled other legal problems including 
water rights and land development while working as 
general counsel for the Fort Belknap Reservation, 
1972-1974.
The Indians are now beginning to manage their 
own land-use affairs over a multiple-county area 
within the Montana reservations, Kimble said.
He cited the present Flathead Lake water rights 
dilemma as an example. The Confederated Salish and 
Kootenai tribes have recently begun to enforce 
irrigation and navigation water rights on the lake as 
stated in the Hell Gate Treaty of 1855. Non-Indians 
who own property on the lake have protested the 
action on the basis that their constitutional rights have 
been violated.
"Local government is getting more and more 
expensive. Tribal councils are loose. The non-Indians 
on the reservation land are afraid they won't be 
protected when the Indians gain control of the 
lakefront water rights.
"No tribe should have control until it has the 
sophistication to administer the water rights so the 
rights of all involved won't be jeopardized."
Kimble said the problem will not be resolved until 
"everyone is clear on how much the Indians can 
afford to regulate their own affairs."
Some of the problems will be ironed out when non- 
Indians realize that Indian control might not be so 
bad. Indian control of land development and water 
rights will allow better protection of these rights, 
according to Kimble, when the Indians have acquired 
the necessary sophistication to insure due process of 
the law.
"It's all.regulation, whether the Indians or the State 
does it," he said.
Kimble said people often question him about 
possible conflicts he has encountered as a teacher and 
a legislator.
"People often foresee a conflict here," Kimble said, 
"but there really isn't one. I prefer to teach and not get 
involved in administration, so I'm on the bottom rung 
as far as influence goes. It's really not problematic."
As a member of the legislature and of the University 
faculty Kimble feels he is qualified to serve on the 
legislative Appropriations Committee. He will 
attempt to get on the committee in the next session.
"I Understand the University system as far as 
budgeting goes and the committee needs someone 
who can give them an adequate financial appraisal so 
we won't be cut so badly as we were this year."
Kimble noted that the financial situation of the state 
institutions received action in the last session and said 
he hopes to bring some attention and action to the 
financial situation of the University.
Kimble expects some opposition to his 
appojptment from the older members of the House.
"Getting on Appropriations is difficult. There is an 
ingrained suspicion of someone who is related to an 
organization that will be getting money. The older 
representatives question your objectivity."
The Speaker of the House selects the members of 
most committees based on a legislator's preference. 
In the case of Appropriations the chairman of the 
committee chooses its members.
Kimble foresees a major political fight arising in 
1977 over how the Appropriations Committee is 
structured.
The system by which bills are processed through the 
Appropriations Committee should be changed, 
according to Kimble.
Under his proposal bills concerning educational 
funding would go through the Education Committee 
first, and following approval by it, move to 
Appropriations for final approval.
continued on page 2
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Pattee Canyon was one of the first “ suburbs”  of 
Missoula. The wealthier residents of the city dis­
covered the area early and built homes in the 
narrow, tree-lined canyon.
The canyon is still beautiful; untouched by 
developments which have swallowed other land 
surrounding the city and is peaceful except for the 
growls of motorcycles on trails and snowmobiles on 
snow. Its residents, who are no longer just the well- 
to-do, can look out on tall hills covered with 
pine forests and wild flowers.
One of its residents is an artist who draws in­
spiration and ideas from the land that surrounds her 
unique home. She is Nancy Erickson, painter, 
ecologist, teacher and mother, who has replaced 
palette and brush with fabric and needle.
She is most famous in Missoula, throughout the 
state and in other states where she has shown her 
work as the woman who creates “ far-out, whimsical 
creatures”  of fabric. Reviewers have called her 
“ people”  giant rag dolls and classified them 
somewhere between man and beast.
But to Erickson, who thinks the critics' 
descriptions are funny, her people are “ innocent 
individuals who are easily shocked and timid.”
Describing an art form is understandably difficult. 
The artist is trying to communicate something 
through her medium that cannot be said through 
language or the printed word. But in writing about 
the delightful beings, other three-dimensional 
forms and wall hangings Erickson creates, 
writers have often overlooked that 
Nancy Erickson is a serious artist who is 
concerned with her subject matter.
She “ came to art very late,”  receiving her B.A. 
degrees in zoology in 1957 and in foods and 
nutrition in 1962 from the University of Iowa, Iowa 
City. After moving to Missoula she began working 
on advanced degrees in painting and 
received a master's degree in 1968 and master 
of fine arts degree in 1969 from the 
University of Montana.
To fulfill degree requirements she had to 
compose something three-dimensional. “ Since 
I didn't like welding, I started working with v 
fabric,”  she said.
Her original intent was to create fabric sculptures 
that were child-oriented for her two daughters to 
use as furniture and to cuddle on cold nights. From 
that idea came her people, “ Sadie,”  “ large green 
boy with babysitter,”  “ man of many pockets”  and 
other large beings.
Now many of her works reflect her concern about 
the land. She makes statements about clearcutting.
One of Nancy Erickson's "iinnocent individuals," the 
babysitter, poses with the artist in front of another of 
Erickson's fabric sculptures entitled “ Montana
housing developments, pollution and missile mad­
ness in her pieces, but subtly—disquised by 
beautiful, vibrant colors and designs.
Using the usual esthetic elements of color and 
form and skills she perfected in her painting 
she starts with a simple idea and builds on it.
“ Ideas come as I work”  she said, “ if it works, 
it's easy. You can tell it's done if the image 
expands,; if it's talking back to you.”
She lives in one of the older homes in the 
canyon that has had new rooms built on. Probably 
no other home in Missoula boasts a “ landscaped”  
kitchen. Erickson and one of her daughters have 
painted grass, trees, hills, sky, clouds and birds 
across the cupboards, refrigerator and stove.
One of the new rooms is a large skylit one filled 
with piles of every fabric imagineable; each pile a 
different color to be used as a palette. Spilling over 
tables and onto the floor are bright colors of fur, 
velvet, satin, corduroy, canvas, burlap, leather
Selective Cut: Official visit." Cars with tags reading 
"official"  drive up and down the roads in a logging cut 
where one tree has been left standing.
and felt salvaged from rummage sales, dressmaker's 
scraps and old blankets.
Two sewing machines, an old thread display 
cabinet and partially finished fabric sculpture 
finish the decor of the room.
There Erickson, who has taught extension 
courses in drawing, painting and design and has 
been a visiting lecturer in the art department, 
creates: Sometimes if you come to visit'at the r r  bcr 
Erickson-home, as do many of the students of Nancy 
and Ron Erickson, who teaches chemistry at UM, 
a pair of “ people”  eyes from the round window in 
the studio may follow you up the walk.
Gary Kimble
continued from page 1
The American Dream”  was the topic, Lubrecht was the place. A lumni 
College was the event that brought these people together in August. 
Gathered together in the top left photo are George Oechsli, Ruth Ostenson, 
Garnet Dahmer, Deanna Sheriff, Ann Macy, Jim Johnson, Dorothy Screnar, 
Louis Hayes, Harry Fritz and in the front row. Brad Parrish and Carol Ferguson. 
In the top right photo are Dahmer and Kay Chase. In the bottom left are 
Maxine Van de Wetering and Arthur Deschamps; bottom middle, James 
Welch, and bottom right, Desta Ostenson, Ruth Ostenson and Ted Delaney. 
(Photos by Lisa Jamgochian and Judy Hensel.)
In the past, all bills requiring funding have gone 
directly through Appropriations.
Kimble hopes his system will alleviate some of the 
funding problems experienced in the past.
“ There is a consolidation of power here that should 
never have happened,”  he said.
Because appropriations is so important everyone 
should have some input into it, Kimble said, and 
standing committees should be sub-committees of 
Appropriations.
As a Representative of District 94, Kimble has served 
as chairman of the Labor and Employment Relations 
Committee and as a member of the Judiciary 
Committee and the Montana Environmental Quality 
Council.
He is partially responsible for the passage of the 
bikeway bill and the student's rights bill concerning 
the student's right to privacy.
The bikeway bill illustrates Kimble's interest in 
landscape architecture. He is interested in developing 
abandoned railroad tracks in Western Montana 
valleys into a rapid transit system.
The tracks are a natural asset. We'll need them 
someday when we are running out of fuel,”  he said.
Multiple-use land development is one of Kimble's 
key interests. He hopes to be involved in planning 
garden spots and malls in urban and rural areas in 
Montana.
Coinciding with his growing interest in land use, 
Kimble will be taking over his grandparent's cattle 
ranch south of Malta. Starting next year Kimble w iir 
teach during the school year and work the ranch in 
summer.
The ranch has no electricity. Kimble is excited about 
investigating a warm mineral spring on the ranch as a 
possible alternative energy source.
Kimble taught three classes during the summer 
session—History of Indian Affairs, a seminar in current 
legal problems of Indians and a seminar in Indian 
education.
He will be teaching through 1976 and returns to the 
Legislature in 1977.
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Homecoming to honor reunion classes
The classes of *1925, 1940 and 1950 will be honored 
during Homecoming activities at the University Oct. 
17 and 18.
A reception for the reunion classes. Alumni Awards 
Dinner, football game, campus tours, open houses 
and a concert are planned for the weekend.
The Grizzly football team will meet the University of 
Idaho Vandals Saturday, Oct. 18, at 1:30 p.m. at 
Dornblaser Field. Preceding the game will be a social 
at the Elks Club at noon. Century Club, athletic 
booster organization, plans a reception for after the 
game.
The Alumni Association Board of Directors and 
House of Delegates will meet Saturday at 9 a.m. in the 
University Center. All are invited to a Homecoming 
Brunch from 10:30 a.m. to noon following the 
meeting.
Friday's activities will begin with campus tours and 
visits from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., followed by the reunion 
classes reception at 4 p.m. in the Florence Motor Inn, 
downtown Missoula. The Alumni Awards Dinner, 
featuring presentation of the Distinguished Service 
Awards, will be at 6 p.m. in the Governor's Room of 
the Florence Motor Inn.
The University of Montana Jazz Workshop will 
perform in concert at the University Theater Saturday 
at 8 p.m.
Improved season seen 
for Grizzly football
The University of Montana football team will be 
improved in 1975 with a young squad containing 26 
lettermen and only 11 seniors taking aim on a winning 
season.
Coach Jack Swarthout, who is in his ninth season as 
head mentor/said the Grizzlies will have depth in the 
offensive and defensive backfields and exceptional 
overall team speed. Lack of depth in the offensive and 
defensive interiors are elements of weakness.
Montana's defensive unit is lined with honors 
candidates. Three players, Greg Harris, Greg 
Anderson and Joe Smith, are All-America caliber, 
according to the UM coaches. Harris, from Kalispell, is 
a defensive tackle, Anderson is a free safety who led 
the nation (Division II) in punt and kickoff returning 
last year and Smith is a linebacker who transferred 
from Pasadena City College.
In addition, end Bill Gulbranson, sophomore tackle 
Doug Betters and cornerback Greg Carter are players 
with all-conference credentials.
Converted fullback Steve Dionas will join Smith to 
give UM solid linebacker play. Smith, according to the 
coaching staff, will be at least as good as departed Big 
Sky Conference defensive Most Valuable Player Ron 
Rosenberg.
Offensively, three-year letterman Van Troxel, who 
is the son of University of Idaho head coach Ed Troxel, 
will probably get the call as the Grizzly quarterback.
Montana plays a ten-game schedule this fall. Five of 
the contests are at home, including the Oct. 18 
Homecoming clash with the University of Idaho. The 
schedule is: Sept. 13, South Dakota, home; Sept. 27, 
Nevada-Las Vegas, home; Oct. 4, Weber State, at 
Ogden, Utah; Oct. 11, Idaho State, home; Oct. 18, 
Idaho, home; Oct. 25, Montana State, at Bozeman; 
Nov. 1, Boise State, at Boise, Idaho; Nov. 8, Portland 
State, home; Nov. 15, Northern Arizona, at Flagstaff, 
and Nov. 22, Simon Fraser, at Vancouver, B.C.
UM Profiles 
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Other Century Club activities include a past 
presidents' breakfast at 8 a.m. Saturday at the 
Edgewater Restaurant, off the Madison Street Bridge, 
and the annual meeting at 10 a.m. at the restaurant.
Tickets for the buffet dinner Friday may be 
purchased at $6.50 a person. Checks must be received 
at the Alumni Center, University of Montana, no later 
than Oct. 15. Tickets for the football game are $5.50 or 
$6 for reserved seats. Checks for the football tickets 
should be sent to the Field House Ticket Office on 
campus.
Grant funds research 
in Fort Union Basin
A grant of $175,000 has been awarded to the 
University for research that will attempt to develop 
baseline data about the Fort Union Coal Basin in 
Eastern Montana.
The project, funded by the National Science 
Foundation, is designed to investigate current 
problems rather than to pose new questions. It is 
expected the research will take several years to 
complete and the grant will be renewed each year 
with a report published at the end of each year.
The Fort Union research, which is being conducted 
by about 20 professors and graduate students from 
UM and Montana State University, Bozeman, is 
concentrating on the biophysical effects of coal 
development. A smaller part of the research effort will 
evaluate the social and economic effects of coal 
development.
According to Arnold J. Silverman, professor of 
geology and director of the project, the research will 
provide a data base that will guide state legislators and 
federal and local government officials in making 
decisions on further coal development.
Research will consist of studying the effects of 
massive water withdrawals, diversions and 
consumption associated with current energy 
conversion technology; surveying current land use in 
the areas to be affected by coal mining and 
conversion; assembling an air-photo library of the 
area planned for coal mining and conversions, and 
making realistic projections on the amount o f coal to 
be mined, converted and shipped from Eastern 
Montana coal fields.
The research has been praised by Gov. Tom Judge 
who said, "I can think of no research more relevant or 
timely." A preliminary report on the research will be 
issued in October, with a final report for this year's 
grant to be filed April 30,1976.
Tomlinson appointed 
fiscal vice president
A. Dale Tomlinson, 45, vice chancellor of business 
affairs since 1971 at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, has been appointed vice president for fiscal 
affairs at the University.
The position is a new one created under President 
Richard C. Bowers' administrative reorganization 
plan. Tomlinson's appointment was effective Aug. 1.
As chief fiscal officer, Tomlinson has responsibility 
for service functions, including general accounting 
and payroll; business management, including 
purchasing, inventory, management, insurance and 
investm en t; in te rn a l a u d itin g ; personnel 
administration, and the Physical Plant.
Tomlinson, a native of Walla Walla, Wash., was at 
UCSB since 1963. He was budget analyist and assistant 
chancellor before being named vice chancellor in 
1971.
Before coming to UCSB, he was a research associate 
with the Washington State Research Council and 
research assistant for the League of Oregon Cities and 
the Bureau of Municipal Research at the University of 
Oregon, Eugene.
Tomlinson received his bachelor of science degree 
in economics and business administration at Lewis 
and Clark College, Portland, Ore., and his master of 
science degree in economics at the University of 
Oregon.
Cordon Lemon photo
State legislators met for one day Aug. 4 in response to 
a call by Gov. Thomas Judge for a special session. The 
legislature approved a statewide property tax for 
support of the university system which it had failed to 
do during the regular legislative session earlier in the 
year. Rep. Gary Kimble, D-Missoula, pleaded for 
more money for the University system, but his 
proposal was defeated. (See story on Kimble, p. 1.)
Bank to be established 
for career education
The Division of Educational Research and Services 
at the University has received a $210,256 grant from 
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare for the development of a National 
Cooperative for Career Education on campus.
The grant, effective through June 30, 1976, is for 
phase II of a three-step process which will establish a 
national career education materials bank, an 
operational national network for the Cooperative and 
10 regional career centers.
Vincent Barry, assistant professor of education and 
research associate in the division, said the concept of 
career education emphasizes the application of what 
students learn in the classroom to what they 
experience in the jobs and professions they enter.
"In career education, the teachers—kindergarten 
through college—help students apply what they learn 
in the classroom to the world outside the classroom in 
meaningful ways," Barry said. "Career education 
emphasizes the importance of the individual to 
himself, the community in which he settles and the 
world of work available to him throughout his life, 
whether or not he continues with his formal 
schooling."
Sorority contributes 
to Library book fund
University of Montana alumnae of the 
Montana chapter of Delta Delta Delta sorority 
contributed $5,500 this year to the Alumni Book 
Fund. The contribution brings the total amount 
given by the sorority to the book fund to $15,500.
Members of the sorority asked that $2,500 of 
the recent contribution be allocated to the 
Library general fund and that the home 
economics department, the School of Fine Arts 
and the women's division of the health, physical 
education and recreation department each 
receive $1,000 for instructional materials and 
books.
The contribution from the sorority brings the 
book fund to $183,000.
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A professor who thinks “ it's a crime to work 
with animal behavior without observing 
animals" sat on the steps leading to the old army 
barracks where he was about to go talk with his 
students.
Allen W. Stokes had agreed to a short 
interview squeezed in between lunch and class 
time. A white admiral butterfly landed on a bush 
in the midst of the coniferous forest that 
surrounds and grows between buildings at the 
Yellow Bay Biological Station.
“ That's something you don't see often," he 
said and began explaining his theories on howto 
teach biology.
Stokes, who is a visiting professor from Utah 
State University, believes it is unfortunate that in 
most high school biology classes students begin 
learning about small things isolated in a 
laboratory. By the time they get to the large 
animals, the year is over.
Students should be allowed to see how living 
animals look in the wild, he said. Some of his 
students at the station are observing dragon flies 
in the field; others are studying ground squirrels 
and spiders and other animals and insects.
Sometimes it's hard to observe wild animals, 
he said, but “ if you are studying squirrels, and 
can't find them, you can see what they have been 
eating and ask, 'Why?' "
Asking questions is sometimes very difficult. 
One of his duties as a zoology professor is to help 
his students get started on their observations. To 
help students interpret their data he has edited a 
lab manual for classroom use on animal 
behavior.
When studying animals in their natural 
habitat, Stokes maintains it is important to get to 
know the animals individually—which is 
possible; he said, “ if you study them well 
enough."
During one study, he recalled, bears were 
identified by how they fished. Some moved 
downstream as they fished and others moved 
upstream. But one, who the students dubbed, 
Wilbur, Stokes' middle name, simply plunged in 
with both front legs.
“ I guess he must have been successful or he 
wouldn't have survived," Stokes said.
Students began walking up the path to the 
classroom and the interview was over. Stokes, 
who teaches animal behavior and wildlife 
management, followed his students into the 
building. What is his reaction to being at Yellow 
Bay?
“ I'm having a great time," he said.
'A station for field work 
in the biological sciences’
Elrods creation
provides unique A remarkable outdoor laboratory
research situation
It's 1900, you are living in Missoula and have read 
recently that some scientists have begun studying that 
little-known body of water to the north, Flathead 
Lake, and the area surrounding it.
Your curiosity aroused, you soon learn that the 
project is affiliated with the University in town (later to 
be called the University of Montana) and you procure 
a University catalog. And yes, there on one of the 
pages toward the back is a description of the new 
wooden building constructed at Bigfork as a station 
for field work in the biological sciences.
Visitors are advised to take the train to Selish (later 
named Ravalli), the stage to Poison and a boat across 
the lake to Bigfork, situated on the mouth of the Swan 
River. So you are off to visit the only freshwater 
biological station in the Northwestern United States.
Upon arrival you might be privileged to meet 
Morton ]. Elrod, biology professor, founder of the 
station and prolific photographer.
Today you can drive the 85 miles from Missoula to 
where the station is now situated on Yellow Bay on the 
east shore of Flathead Lake. Thanks to the late Prof. 
Elrod, you can imagine how life was during the 
Biological Station's earliest days.
A homesteader's cabin, which has been on the site 
since the 1870s, now displays Elrod's many 
photographs of the station and its first students, the 
Flathead area and the people who lived there. Lining 
the walls of the hand-hewn log cabin are Elrod's 
mementos, donated to the station by the late Mary 
Elrod Ferguson, Elrod's daughter.
The nation's second oldest inland biological station 
was established by Elrod in 1899 on five acres leased at 
Bigfork. Students lived in tents and studied in a small 
wooden building which still stands in Bigfork and is 
called The River House.
In 1911 the federal government granted an 80-acre 
site south of Bigfork at Yellow Bay to be used by the 
biological station. A year later a large brick laboratory 
was built there. Later, in 1947, wooden barracks for 
classrooms were transported from Ft. Missoula and 
new buildings were erected.
The old brick building was weakened by a series of 
small earthquakes and was replaced by the modern 
Morton J. Elrod Laboratory in 1967. It contains a 
library, office, limnology lab, pollution research 
studies lab and algae and aquatic plant lab and can be 
used in the winter.
Today the structures house each summer about 85 
students and 10 resident and visiting professors.
Flathead Lake offers those who come to do research 
there a remarkable outdoor laboratory. John Tibbs, 
director of the station since 1970 and associate 
professor of zoology and wildlife biology, said the 
aquatic situations in the lake are still unchanged from 
their natural condition.
“ Sadly, in North America man has so seriously 
polluted his surface waters that there are few really 
clean, large lakes remaining for study, appreciation or 
recreation. Flathead Lake is the last one of a few large 
oligotrophic lakes left in North America.
“ Many kinds of research work possible in the 
Flathead drainage can no longer be conducted in 
other areas in the nation because of the massive 
disturbances those areas have sustained."
Field work is emphasized in all biological station 
courses, which are offered in botany, zoology, 
geology, chemistry and microbiology. The students, 
who can earn 13 credits for their summer work, spend 
as much time studying the mammals, insects, algae 
and plants within a 100-mile radius of the station as 
they do listening to lectures.
‘Where else can you study Bighorn sheep?’
Many graduate students from other universities 
conduct thesis and dissertation research at the station. 
One of them is Dan Ingold.
Ingold, who grew up in Colorado where he learned 
to “ love" sheep, is a biology and physics student at 
Washington College in Chestertown, Md. He said he 
is studying at the station because, “ Where else in the 
world can you study Bighorn sheep?"
Probably no where else as easily as on Wildhorse 
Island, 11 miles across the bay from the station. The 
world's largest unfenced herd of Rocky Mountain 
Bighorn sheep lives there.
i Ingold is studying the rams on the 2,800-acre island 
to determine behavior characteristics of dominance. 
He has some theories from what he has seen so far. 
One is that the rams with the largest curl of their horns 
are the most powerful and can take the most shock in 
butting contests. Therefore, they can dominate other 
males and are the ones that breed.
The study is significant because it is uncovering 
some new evidence that may affect hunting laws. The 
law states that only rams with at least a three-quarter 
curl can be hunted. Ingold expects his study will show 
that killing the larger, three-quarter-curl rams—the 
breeders—may affect the population of the sheep.
Ingold finds Wildhorse Island excellent for 
observing the sheep. He can climb the highest peak 
on the island and see over all of the grazing land. He 
has been able to observe the wild sheep from within 
15 feet because they fear only what they see and will 
not start at noises. ;
Three of the residents of the Biological Station posed 
for Morton J. Elrod for this photo taken in 1902 at the 
original site of the station in Bigfork. The women are 




He also has been able to watch them from directly 
above on a cliff since, although they look around in 
every direction, they never look up. He explained that 
over the years they have developed very strong neck 
muscles for butting which prevents them from 
looking up.
Observing on the island has its hazards, too. It 
receives little rain and has no fresh water. Therefore it 
is “ like a tinderbox”  and no fires are permitted. Ingold 
packs cold food for the four days a week he spends on 
the island.
Many research projects are conducted in 
cooperation with biologists and naturalists in Glacier 
National Park, the Rocky Mountain Laboratory in 
Hamilton, the National Bison Range at Moiese, the 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit on campus, the 
State Fish and Game Department and the State 
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences.
The station is open all year, although the winter 
program is small and few buildings are winterized. 
Research is continued through the year by the 
resident biologist, Gerald Prescott, and others.
The facilities are used by students and professors 
from other academic departments from the University 
for field work, meetings and conferences. State, 
federal and private agencies whose interests coincide 
with those of the station rent the facilities for 
meetings. Even other universities rent the station 
buildings for instruction of their students.
‘Some of our facilities have already existed 
beyond their useful lives'
Since the station is the only adequate inland field 
station in the Northwest, situated on the largest fresh 
water lake in the West, the facilities are in high 
demand. Unfortunately, lack of funding has kept the 
station from fulfilling all its potential uses.
. Tibbs said that although there are docking facilities 
on Yellow Bay, “ the other research ’ sites lack 
improvements entirely.
“ We have no boats adequate to transport our 
classes or to conduct our research. We require a 35- 
38-foot boat for geological and fisheries work and to 
provide safety while doing work.
“ Some of our facilities have already existed beyond 
their useful lives. We are in the most urgent need for a 
kitchen and dining and recreation facilities.”
Tibbs said he believes the most advantageous 
development for the station would be establishment 
of a research center for oligotrophic waters.
“ There is no other geographic region in the U.S. as 
ideally suited for such research on pure and nearly 
pure water as Northwestern Montana. The amount of 
research work to be done on oligotrophic waters is 
very great; such a research facility would command 
international attention.”
Orson K. Miller, visiting professor from Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University and noted 
mycologist, describes the characteristics of one 
mushroom found on a foray near the Biological 
Station. A closer view of one of the mushrooms found
is shown in the bottom right photo. Students take ph 
readings for a limnology (the study of lakes and lake 
ecology) class aboard a boat on Yellow Bay (bottom 
left). (Photos by Gordon Lemon.)
The squirrels were 
numbers 9 and 29
by Lisa Jamgochian
The two squirrels were numbers 9 and 29. Emily Fast, 
graduate student in biology, watched the movements 
of the rodents along the water's edge with her field 
glasses.
The squirrels were looking for food and establishing 
their territory along the shore of Flathead Lake, within 
the boundaries of the University of Montana 
Biological Station and research area at Yellow Bay.
Emily, a transfer student from St. Louis, Mo., is 
working on her master's degree and spent most of last 
summer studying at the Yellow Bay station. Her stay 
was interrupted by a bad fall while glissading that 
resulted in several broken bones and a three-week 
stay in the Kalispell hospital.
Glissading is a sport that entails sliding down snow 
banks without skis. Emily was taken to the Kalispell 
hospital by helicopter. She is back this year, in her 
words, “ to finish out the whole season this time.”
Emily found out about the University's summer 
program at Yellow Bay from her mother, Lois E. Fast, 
who earned her master's degree in science teaching at 
UM.
Emily is studying animal behavior under Utah State
visiting professor Allen Stokes (see accompanying 
story).
Stokes is requiring his class to study the Columbian 
ground squirrel as a group project. The course 
requires the students to do an additional individual 
study project of their choice which will be done in 
greater detail than the squirrel study. Emily was 
observing the territorial establishment movements of 
the two tagged squirrels as her part of the group study.
The squirrels are accustomed to having people 
around, and Emily explained she would have to 
mention something about that in her report.
Emily's individual project will be a study of 
“ backswimmers,”  small water insects she will collect 
at the edge of the lake with the aid of waders and later 
study in an aquarium. The data collected from the 
observations will be put together in a final write-up to 
fulfill the course requirements.
Emily said she finds it hard to study at the station. 
She was referring to the lack of a quiet and well- 
ventilated library that would facilitate studying in the 
hot weather.
Emily noted that the labs are adequately, though 
m inimally equipped; however, several new 
microscopes have recently been added.
In spite of her bad fall in the summer of '74 and the 
station's equipment shortages, Emily finds it a 
beautiful place to work and study, “ and you can 
always go for a swim when you are hot and tired.”
Emily will use her studies to aid her teaching at Kirby 
Junior High School in the Hazelwood School District 
of St. Louis, where she teaches biology and general 





CECIL C. PHIPPS '21 and his wife, Dorothy Luther Phipps, 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversay and Mr. Phipps' 
80th birthday in June in Cookeville, Tenn., where they live 
after both retiring from the Tennessee Technological 
University.
30s
EDWIN T. MERTZ '31 was selected to the National 
Academy of Sciences. Mertz, professor of biochemistry at 
Purdue University, was one of 84 scientists elected to the 
academy.
JAY ELLIS RANSON summer session '34 is the author of a 
recently-published book, "The Old Hunter's Field Book." 
He is living in The Dalles, Ore.
HARVEY W. "BUCK" JOHNSTONE '35, trainmaster for the 
Burlington Northern Railroad at Billings, retired April 4 after 
38 years with the railroad. He and his wife w ill continue to 
live in Billings.
FERN SPICHER FLANAGAN '36, English teacher at Capital 
High School in Helena, was named Helena Teacher of the 
Year for 1975-76. She w ill compete fpr Montana Teacher of 
the Year honors this fall.
TOM WIGAL '36, director of press relations for the 
Montana Mining Division in Anaconda, has retired after 39 
years of service with the Anaconda Company.
RAYMOND H. SCOTT '38 has been named chairman of 
the business administration department at Washington 
State University in Pullman. His wife, JOYCE PAULSON 
SCOTT '41, recently retired as accountant at the university.
40s
BUD JENNINGS '41 has incorporated a landscape 
architecture, planning and planting business. Valley 
Landscape Craftsmen, in Missoula with another Missoula 
man. He has spent 26 years in the landscape architectural 
and nursery business on the east coast and in Missoula.
KENNETH B. KIZER '41 is a senior editor for engineering 
news on the Purdue University News Service staff. He wrote 
a two-part series on the national energy situation which 
helped the news service win an Award of M erit from the 
Council for the Advancement and Support o f Education.
ELIZABETH "BETTY" BLOOMSBURG BUTLER '42 won 
two first place awards in the 1975 Washington Press 
Women's contest and a third place in tKe Washington Sigma 
Delta Chi 1974 newspaper writing contest. She is a reporter, 
feature writer and entertainment editor of The Daily World, 
Aberdeen, Wash., and lives in Westport.
THOMAS E. BOGARDUS '46 is business manager of the 
Palo Alto Times in Palo Alto, Calif. He was recently 
appointed a member of the board of Peninsula Newspapers 
Incorporated.
R. L. LEIN ART JR. '49 has been elected chairman o f the 
Western Region Ford Dealer Council. He is owner of Power 
Motors in Fort Benton.
50s
CLAUDE R. ELTON '50 was promoted to deputy regional 
forester for administration in the intermountain Regional 
Office of the Forest Service. He lives in Ogden, Utah.
BASIL HELGESON M.E. '50 has retired after 40 years of 
teaching. He worked for 18 years as a business education 
teacher in the Laurel school system. He taught for the 
previous 15 years in Park City and for five years in Peerless. 
He now resides in Park City.
JOANNA MIDTLYNG '50, associate professor of physical 
education at Ball State University, Muncie, Ind., was one of 
three aquatic educators to be presented a service award 
during the national convention of the American Alliance for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
JACK SWEETSER '50 is coordinator of the Northwest 
Regional Center for Deaf-Blind Children, which includes 
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington and Montana. He is 
living in Seattle, Wash.
STEVE T. KUBURICH '51 is a recent graduate of a 
specialized school on estate analysis techniques conducted 
at The Bankers Life home office in Des Moines, Iowa. He is a 
representative of The Bankers Life in Missoula.
O- H. MARKLE J.D. '52 was elected a director of the 
banking firm, Bancorporation of Montana. He lives in 
Glasgow and is a director of First Security Bank o f Montana 
there.
RAY SORUM '52, director of public affairs for the 
California Office of Traffic Safety, has become the first 
state information officer in California to receive the 
governor's Superior Achievement Award. The award 
is the highest given for "exceptionally meritorious 
service" by a state employe.
Phil Garlington, a '37 graduate in education, 
was back in town to defend the senior men's 
singles title in the July Western Montana Open 
Tennis Tournament. Garlington captured the 
title in 1974, but was beaten in the quarter finals 
this year.
"There was too much out-of-town talent this 
year," he said.
He umpired the final matches at the UM 
courts.
Skyline State Junior College, San Bruno, Calif., 
was founded in 1969 by Garlington, who is now 
enjoying his retirement from its presidency. The 
junior college will reach an expected enrollment 
of 8,000 this fall, Garlington said.
Retirement plans include a fall trip to New 
England and then on to Australia to play more 
tennis. While in Australia Garlington plans to 
advise some technical colleges on administrative 
procedures. Australian technical colleges are 
similar to junior colleges in the United States.
He will return to teach part-time in Northern 
California in the spring.
CHARLES P. TEAGUE JR. '54, Deputy Regional Forester for 
Administration of the Intermountain Region in Ogden, 
Utah, has been selected to attend a one-year executive 
development program in Washington, D.C.
Dr. WINSTON A. TUSTISON '54 was elected president of 
the professional section of the American Diabetes 
Association, Southern California Affiliate, for 1974-75. He is 
practicing internal medicine and endocrinology in 
Riverside, Calif.
Lt. Col. RAYMOND M. RUANA '55 is chief of security 
police for the 381st Security Police Squadron at McConnell 
AFB, Kan. He recently participated in the A ir Force 
worldwide ski meet at Snow Basin, Utah.
JOANNE GOLDEN MC ELFRESH '56 recently started a new 
job as timber management coordinator for the Deer Lodge, 
Beaverhead and Gallatin forests in Montana. Her husband, 
DICK MC ELFRESH '48, is a professional forester on the Deer 
Lodge Ranger District.
JAMES LAUS '57 was promoted to the division of timber 
management at the Forest Service regional office in 
Missoula. He has been a forester in the Bitterroot National 
Forest office at Hamilton. He and his family w ill continue to 
live in Hamilton.
JOHN E. CORETTE III '58 resigned as general counsel for 
the Export-Import Bank of the United States to become a 
partner in the law firm  of Cole, Corette and Bradfield in 
Washington, D.C.
DONALD R. FERRON '58, '59 opened a Montana 
International Insurance office in Bozeman. He has lived in 
Bozeman since 1963 and has had 16 years insurance 
experience.
WYMAN SCHMIDT '58, M.S. '61 was named project 
leader of the subalpine forest ecosystems research work 
unit at Bozeman. He has been research silviculturist at the 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory in Missoula. He is working on 
his Ph.D. in forest ecology.
LEO W. SHEPHERD '58, M.E. '61 has been hired as 
superintendent of the Winnett schools. He has been 
working as the Home-School coordinator in Kaiispell.
DICK RIDDLE '58 has written the music and lyrics for the 
play "Cowboy," a musical about the life o f Charles M. 
Russell, Montana cowboy artist. Riddle hopes to produce 
the play on Broadway in New York.
STEPHEN B. OATES x'59 has written a book entitled "The 
Fires of Jubilee," which tells the story o f Nat Turner's 
rebellion. He is associate professor of history at the 
University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
The Rev. EMMETT O'NEILL J.D. '59 is attending a one-year 
intensive course in family counseling at the California 
Family Study Center near Los Angeles, Calif. He has been 
co-pastor of St. Rose parish in Dillon and w ill be reassigned 
within the Helena Catholic Diocese upon completion of the 
course.
60s
DAVID DON TIGNY '60, M.A. '64 was promoted to 
professor of art at Pennsylvania State University, State 
College. He has been at Penn State since 1964.
GUY CONNOLLY '61 is a w ildlife biologist specializing in 
coyote research with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at 
Twin Falls, Idaho.
GARY FISH '62 accepted a job teaching European history 
at the American School in Tokyo, Japan.
DEANE A. DVORACEK '64 was appointed administrative 
assistant to a group vice president at the Del Monte Corp. in 
San Francisco.
Capt. RAYMOND S. HEFTY '64 earned the U.S. Air Force 
commendation medal for meritorious service as chief of 
special projects for the 7th Bomb Wing at Carswell AFB, Tex. 
He is now a navigator-bombadier instructor with a unit of 
the Air Training Command at Mather AFB, Calif.
The 26th biennial province meeting of lota Province 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority was in April at the 
chapter house in Missoula. Among those attending 
were Bonnie Dee Phillips Holt, Marian Schroeder 
Graham, Joann Randall Pierce, Betty Bell Skibstad, 
Carol Anthony Seim, Patti Magnano Madsen, Flora 
Horsky Wertz, Pat Ferguson Biggerstaff, Dorothy 
Barbour Brassey and Nancy Houston Guthrie.
Capt. CHARLES M. STONE '64 is an aircraft maintenance 
officer at Edwards AFB, Calif.
GENE COMES M.E. '65 was named superintendent of 
schools in Deer Lodge. He had been superintendent of 
schools at Brady since 1968.
GERALD GRAY '65 was chosen as Montana's First 
Outstanding Indian Educator o f the Year. He is 
superintendent of the Rocky Boy School, a bilingual, 
bicultural institution and the first Montana school to be 
administered by an all-Indian school board.
FRANK KRISTOVICH '65 has opened the Sisters Drug Co. 
in Sisters, Ore. He also operates a sporting goods and liquor 
store in the building and is planning to add an antique 
furniture business.
LESLIE J. MILLER '65 received a J.D. degree from the 
University of Iowa.
JAMES A. REID '65 received a master of science degree in 
anatomy from Saint Louis University.
BILL WALTER '65 has been named city editor of the 
Montana Standard newspaper in Butte. Walter has been 
with the Standard since 1969 as a sports writer and reporter.
MARGARET ERATH BROCKMAN '66 is teaching in the 
Eureka school system. She and her husband have two 
children.
DAVID ARMSTRONG M.A.E. '67 has accepted a position 
in developing curriculum at Texas A & M University in 
College Station, Tex.
WILLIAM P. ROSCOE III '67, J.D. 70 has opened a law 
practice in Sacramento, Calif.
KENNETH W. GILLETT '68 is living in Stavanger, Norway,, 
with his wife and son and is employed by Exxon USA, 
overseas division in oil exploration.
GERRY OGLE '68 is a teacher of Science of Creative 
Intelligence and Transcendental Meditation in Great Falls. 
She taught elementary school in Portland, Ore., for six years 
and last year spent nine months in Switzerland at Maharishi 
International University.
-DAVID H. VIOLETT '68 is a staff officer at the Air Force 
Audit Agency at Ramstein Air Base in Germany. He recently 
passed the Certified Public Accountant exams for Montana.
Capt. WAYNE E. DE REU '69 was awarded the Strategic Air 
Command Educational Achievement Certificate at 
Whiteman AFB, Mo. He is a missile combat crew 
commander with the 510th Strategic Missile Squadron.
JOSEPH E. NELSON '69 has completed the McNeil 
Laboratories, Inc., pharmaceutical education program at Ft. 
Washington, Pa. He is a sales representative for McNeil in 
Yakima, Wash.
RAMOND P. MOLINE M.S. '69 received a J.D. degree 
from Western State University College of Law of Orange 
County, Calif.
MORRIS E. PRUNTY JR. '69 is a sub-district naturalist at 
Glacier Park.
70s
LORRAINE EDMO '70 is executive director of the Idaho 
Inter-Tribal Policy Board, Inc., in Boise, Idaho.
RICHARD E. HART 70 was elected cashier of the Bank of 
Montana. He and his wife and daughters live in Helena.
MARVIN R. HUTH 70 has enrolled in the American 
Graduate School of International Management, Glendale, 
Ariz.
PAT KNIERIM 70, junior high school teacher in Glasgow, 
was named Young Career Woman of the Year by the 
Business and Professional Woman's Club.
ANNE SULLIVAN 70 was named forensics coach of the 
year for her work with speech students at Fergus County 
High School, Lewistown.
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Maj. ROBERT S. BALDASSANO M.B.A. 71 was cited for 
meritorious service as chief of the training division for the 
First Strategic Aerospace Division, Vandenberg AFB, Calif. 
He serves as a missile operations staff officer for the Strategic 
Air Command at O ffutt AFB, Neb.
J. MITZI KOLAR '71 received a doctorate in music from 
Columbia University's Teachers College and accepted a 
music professorship at the University of San Diego, Calif. 
She has been Montana consultant for the National Piano 
Foundation.
TIM PILGRIM M.A. '71 was appointed as instructor of 
journalism and English at North Idaho College. He has 
taught English and journalism since 1971 at Sidney High 
School.
WAYNE SEITZ '71 has accepted a new position as 
photography and journalism instructor at Hellgate High 
School in Missoula. He had been teaching English at Poison 
High School since 1971.
SCOTT H. DAHMER '72 is a computer analyst fo r School 
District No. 1 and is an instructor of computer science at C. 
M. Russell High School in Great Falls.
JOHN GARRITY '72 received an M.A. degree in religion 
and society from Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Calif.
SALLY A. JANSSEN '72 is in the Women's Army Corps and 
is stationed at Fort Meade, Md., where she is training with 
the W.A.C. National Synchronized Swim Team and serving 
as assistant coach.
FRANKLIN J. JEWELL '72 is a second lieutenant with a U.S. 
A ir Forces Southern Command unit at Howard AFB, Canal 
Zone.
LYLE A. KATZENBERGER '72 is an accountant fo r U.S. 
Plywood and is living in Eugene, Ore.
GINNY '73 and TOM LEINART '72 w ill be teaching fo r two 
years in the Victoria school system in Australia. Ginny w ill be 
teaching English or library science and Tom w ill teach math 
or science.
ROBERT A. MILES '72 is a Peace Corps volunteer serving in 
Lauotoka, Fiji. He is serving as the fire research officer on a 
timber plantation in the mountains near Lauotoka.
MICHAEL N. RATAJCZYK '72 has begun basic flight 
training at the Naval A ir Station, Pensacola, Fla. His training 
w ill prepare him to be a naval aviator.
RICHARD G. ROBINSON '72 is a manager trainee with 
Zales Corp. in Great Falls.
RHONDA K. ROBINSON '72 is a first grade teacher in 
Great Falls.
SHERI JO SKOVGAARD '72 teaches at the School fo r the 
Deaf and Blind in Billings.
JOE VICARS JR. '72 is a pharmacist at Deaconess Hospital 
in Billings. HiSwife>SUSAN VICARS '72, is a licensed physical 
therapist.
EDMUND R. APFFEL JR. '73 received an M.F.A. degree in 
English from the University o f Iowa.
RICHARD CHRISTENSEN '73 is one of the two new 
owners of the Dixon and Hoon Shoe Co. in Missoula. He has 
managed a shoe store in Missoula for the past six years.
DONALD J. COMINS '73 was assigned to Kincheloe AFB, 
Mich., where he is a KC-135 Stratotanker navigator.
JACK K. NELSON '54, M.A. '58, professor in the 
health, physical education and recreation department 
at Louisiana State University, is the new president of 
the Association fo r Research Administrators and 
Professional Councils and Societies. The association is 
an affiliate of the American Alliance for Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation.
THOMAS FITZPATRICK 73 was elected president of the 
Law Students Association of the University of Chicago Law 
School.
HANS M. HOLT 73 was transferred as assistant manager 
from K Mart in Spokane, Wash., to Bremerton, Wash.
STEVEN JACKSON 73 is'financial manager of Tom Sherry 
Tire, Inc., in Missoula.
DAVID M.A. 73 and NANCY MANDEL M.A. 73 are 
teaching mathematics at the Universiti Pentanian Malaysia 
for the Peace Corps in Malaysia.
WAYNE W. MONTGOMERY JR. 73 is employed by 
Mayflower Transfer Co. and Associated Green Construction 
Co. and is living in Lima.
BRADFORD C. NEAL 73 is a missile launch officer at 
Whiteman AFB, Mo.
KARI LYNN NYBO 73 is working on her master's degree 
in special education at Eastern Montana College, Billings.
MARC J. SCHIMKE 73 is a pharmacist with Osco Drug in 
Manchester, N. H., and lives in Derry.
Lt. ROBERT S. ANDERL M.B.A. 74 was cited for 
meritorious service as a deputy missile combat crew 
commander and instructor at Malmstrom AFB. He is now a 
missile launch officer with a unit of the Strategic Air 
Command at Ellsworth AFB, S. D.
LIANN BJELLAND 74 is working for Station KXLF, a 
Montana Television News affiliate in Butte.
CLIFFORD CASE 74 is a member of the staff o f Montana 
Bank of Mineral County in Superior.
THOMAS J. COLLINS 74 is a deputy missile combat crew 
commander with a unit o f the Strategic A ir Command at 
Malmstrom AFB. His crew has been cited for extraordinary 
performance during operational training missions.
JOHN A. LARMER JR. M.B.A. 74 is a management analysis 
officer with an air training command unit at Moody AFB, Ga.
A. J. MAC KENZIE '69 was promoted to personnel 
officer at Puget Sound Mutual Savings Bank. He 
worked as a jun ior accountant with Haskins and Sells, 
CPA firm in Hilo, Hawaii, before joining the bank in 
1973.
KAREN M. LYONS 74 is a special education teacher at Fort 
Shaw.
GARYiT. SAY 74 is supervising a tree nursery as part of his 
duties with the North Dakota State Forestry Service in 
conjunction w ith North Dakota State University, School of 
Forestry, Bottineau, N.D.
Lt. DANIEL J. SIMEK 74 is assigned to Vandenberg AFB, 
Calif., as an operational readiness training instructor.
JOHN W. TIPPLE M.R.A. '74 is deputy state conservationist 
fo r the U.S. Soil Conservation Service in Ohio. He and his 
family live in Pickerington.
DICK CROCKFORD 75 is the editor o f the Ronan Pipneer 
newspaper, Ronan.
ROBERT GIBSON 75 is a police and courts reporter for 
the Lewiston (Idaho) M orning Tribune.
GORDON HAYES M.F.A. was director o f the Fort Peck 
Summer Theater for the 1975 summer season. He is teaching 
theatre at the University of North Dakota in Grand Forks. His 
wife, PEGGY HAYES 75, was costume designer for the 
summer theater.
ROY R. ROBERTSON M.BlA. 75 was promoted to captain 
in the A ir Force. He is a missile launch officer at Lackland 
AFB, Tex.
MURRAY J. STERLING 75 has joined A. H. Robins Co., 
pharmaceutical firm  in Virginia, as a medical service 
representative. He has been assigned to the company's 
northwestern division and is working in the Billings area.
JOHN D. WATSON JR. M.B.A. 75 has achieved the rank of 
captain in the A ir Force. He is a deputy missile combat crew 
commander at Malmstrom AFB.
airths
Sara Elizabeth to Mr. and Mrs. DAVID DAVIES '68.
Jake David to DAVID 72 and VICKI MORGENSTERN 
GUSTAFSON 72.
Brandi Michelle to JOHN F. 72 and VICKI REKSTEN 
HAKER 73.
Kirsten Kar to BRUCE '67, M.S. 71 and SUSAN 
HOLMSTROM QUANDE '68.
Kirsten to Rolf and ELIZABETH LINDELL KNOLL 71. 
Michael Laurence to Laurence O. and COLLEEN WEST 
KRAUSE 71.
Cynthia Anqe to Alan W. and LINDA LONG SCHON 71. 
Amy Mari to Walter and MARCIA HOLMES YURY '62.
marriaqes
PATRICIA DEE BEAN 74 to Richard D. Abel. 
Patricia Kay Johnson to STEVEN BERGE 70. 
MARY JANE BORDEN '61 to James B. Hogan. 
Susan Jean Clark to NEIL A. BRILL 75.
September 1975
COLLEEN CAMPBELL 72 to Jim Yeoman.
Mary Sue Zeitner to GERALD CHAPWESKE 74. 
BARBARA LYNNE CLAWSON 74 to Allen Frank Wolf. 
MENDE LEE COLE 74 to Thomas Forsyth.
PAMELA GULLARD '74 to Gordon Clark.
Paula Ward to JOHN WAYNE HEINRICH 72.
JODY ELLEN SCOTT 74 to SCOTT L. HOLLENBECK 74. 
Emelia B. Schaner to NEAL G. JENSEN 74.
LINDA LEE JOHNSON '68 to Jerry B. Myhr.
EVELYN L. KEPPNER M.E. '65 to Ralph M. Smith.
Vicki R. Anderson to WAYNE D. KOTERBA '67, M.A. '69. 
MARY JO MC CARTHY 74 to Stephen Stosich.
GLENDA L. WEBER 75 to EDWARD N. MAY 75.
GAIL E. VAUGHAN 73 to GERALD W. METZGER 74. 
Christine Larsen and MICHAEL MILODRAGOVICH '68, 
J.D. 71.
JAN T. PERSHA 73 to Brian Willis.
LINDA ZOOK 74 to DARRELL PETERSON 73.
KERRY RILEY 74 to Chuck Mahoney.
JUDY LYNN SMITH 75 to MICHAEL SANDERSON 74. 
PATRICIA JOAN SHAW '62 to Barry Wright.
NIKI SIROKY 74 to Terry Buck.
Vonnie Robertson to WAYNE SPICHER 70.
LINDA STANGLER 74 to Dan Elliott.
PAMELA MC CRORY 74 to CHARLES C. VEENSTRA 74. 
Sheila LaCross to DALE WOOLHISER 75.
deaths
HAROLD F. CAIN x'43, former president of the Missoula 
County High School board of trustees, died June 13 in 
Missoula. He retired in 1970 as dispatcher for the Northern 
Pacific Railroad's Rocky Mountain division. He was 70.
FLOYD I. EAHEART x'19,80, died Feb. 21 in Missoula. He 
worked for several Internal Revenue Service offices in 
Montana and was employed in Missoula from 1929 until his 
retirement in 1962.
MARY ELROD FERGUSON '11, former dean of women at 
the University, died Feb. 13 in Missoula. She was dean of 
women at the University from 1936-1946 and curator of the 
school's museum from 1953-1955.
Dr. PHILLIP E. GRIFFIN SR. x'22died May 11 in Billings. He 
practiced medicine in Billings from 1932 until his death and 
was physician for School District No. 2 for many years. He 
was 75.
MARGARET PRICE HAYDON '31, 65, died June 12 in 
Portland, Ore.
EDWARD JAMES HEILMAN '28 died Feb. 16 in 
Sacramento, Calif. He was copy editor fo r the Sacramento 
Bee newspaper until his retirement in 1968. He had worked 
on daily newspapers in Montana before moving to 
Sacramento and had been United Press bureau manager in 
Fresno, Calif., Phoenix, Ariz., and Helena. He was 72.
WELDON O. HIGHAM '33 died in July 1974 while visiting 
in San Francisco, Calif. He ranched in Carbon County and 
was a representative to the state legislature from 1975-1961.
ARCHIE HUNTER '26, M.A.E. '34, died in Dallas, Ore., 
June 6. He taught at the Conrad School, was superintendent 
of schools at Geyser and Antelope and was administrator in 
Washington schools until his retirement in 1962.
HERBERT H. KUPHAL x'15 died March 10 in Missoula. He 
worked fo r the Bureau o f Public Roads from 1920-1927 and 
was an engineer fo r the Montana Highway Department 
from 1927 until he retired in 1957. He was 82.
GEORGE D. MC LEAN JR. x'48 died Dec. 14, 1974 in 
Houston, Tex.
LOUISE DREIBELBIS MILES '47 died April 20 in Helena. 
She was 49.
DALE A. MILLER M.E. '45 died Oct. 27,1974. He taught and 
was a superintendent for 43 years in Montana schools 
before retiring in 1970. He spent the w inter months after his 
retirement in Yuma, Ariz.
LEO R. NEIFFER '55, 42, died May 18 in Ennis. He was a 
pharmacist in Miles City and Billings before purchasing the 
Ennis Drug in 1965.
ROBERT PETERSON '59 died April 2 in Sacramento, Calif. 
He was a visiting lecturer in the UM economics department 
until 1968 when he joined the faculty of California State 
University. He was 41.
W E. (EDDIE) PINKNEY '32,64, died May 28 in Poison. He 
bought the W. C. Chambers Confectionery Store in Poison 
in the 1930s and later changed the name to Eddie's Drug. He 
was still active in operating the store at the time of his death.
GILBERT A. PORTER '23, the founder of Porter Food 
Products in Missoula, died Feb. 17 in Missoula. He 
established Porter Food Products in 1949 and operated the 
business until his retirement in 1965. He was 74.
EDGAR H. REEDER x'27,71, died May 27 in Butte. He was a 
retired naval reserve rear admiral in the supply corps and a 
businessman who was very active in Butte community 
affairs.
RICHARD NELSON RIGG '38, 61, died June 24 in 
Glendive. He worked for the Veterans Administration from 
1946-1953 when he became a partner in the certified public 
accountant firm of Cross and Rigg in Glendive.
JEANNETTE ROTERING SHERMAN '31 died in Seattle. She 
was 64 and a native of Butte.
THOMAS J. SMALL x'26, 71, died June 12 in Missoula.
ROBERT SPICHER '39 died June 13 in Hingham. He was a 
retired captain from the Medical Corps of the U.S. Navy. He 
was 56.
LESLIE J. TAYLOR '43 died March 28 in Great Falls.
F. LEE WILLIAMS '53, J.D. '64 died March 25 at the age of 
44. He was a lawyer for the Anaconda Co. and a well-known 
state golfer.
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For Mother in Montana
My mother keeps four grey cats and blue bottles 
filled with feathers and pale bits of sea glass.
Can she hear the sea boom
from the white nautilus or the blow
of whales sounding to the lava shores?
The black loam will turn moist to sand.
With two great cats purring beneath her arms, 
heavy water surging and cresting from her mouth 
and lupine between her toes like a purple urchin.
There will be a wind in the pines, like the blow of whales.




It is easy to determine which classes on campus are the 
most popular by observing which ones fill up the fastest 
during registration. To be assured of getting into creative 
writing classes, students often must have their names put on 
waiting lists. Presented on this page are selections by 
undergraduate students who took creative writing classes 
during summer session. The poems are by students from 
classes taught by Madeline DeFrees, English professor. The 
story was written by a student of Ed McClanahan, visiting 
professor of English.
It w ill be even more difficult to register for creative 
writing classes this fall since, although students petitioned to 
keep McClanahan on the faculty, money is not available for 
him to teach another year.
The Big Scare
Marvin T. Cribbs rode a mean bronc, that's for sure. 
There was those that said he'd rather lose his arm than 
let some knothead throw him. He flat hated to be 
dusted. On them rare occasions when he was 
throwed, he'd sit behind the chutes, not saying 
nothing to nobody, for hours, hating himself and the 
bronc, no matter if it was the stoutest, double-rankest, 
nosedivin' sonofabitch in the string. We all knowed 
this as “ the big stare" as he would just sit there, hardly 
breathin', staring at a post or his riggin or the back of 
somebody's boots til they moved. A type of curtain 
rose up and around him that no one stepped behind. 
“ He’s plum out of it" they'd say, or “ Looks like a bad 
one this time." I honestly thought that sometime he 
was gonna turn plum to stone right there, and some of 
us boys would just pick him up and carry him down 
the road to the Cowboys Hall of Fame, for as I said, he 
sure could ride a bronc. After two, maybe three hours, 
he was back to normal with not a word of the wreck, 
askin' who won the go, and no one was fool enough to 
mention it to him, 'cept maybe some greenhorn or kid 
sellin' hotdogs in the crowd. And Lord pity the foolish, 
for they either met with the coldest stare in all of 
history, or if they were unlucky enough to be within 
arm's reach, well now, that's a different story. Why, 
brother, you'd think that the feller suddenly grew ears 
and a broom tail, for he'd tear into them like some 
kinda devil, doin' things he'd a done on a bronc. Any 
smart man would never make that mistake moren' 
once.
Now, there weren't a better man to go down the 
road with neither. I tell you, he had more stories than 
any ten magazines, and his were a sight more colorful. 
I remember when he told me about that toothless gal 
up in Warrick, why brother, I thought I'd like to die. 
Seems this squaw comes up to him with a bag fulla 
cabbages. . .  Now, damn, it's just too long to get into, 
and I always figured a good story should be told goin' 
down the road, or at least over a table fulla beers. 
Otherwise, it just loses something. And that Marvin 
could sing, too. It was a rare occasion when the radio 
was on in his rig, unless it was during a case of the Big 
Stare, when the tinny sound of that radio was the 
sweetest sound in the world, compared to the sweaty 
quiet. Now, this only happened when we had to be 
down the road somewheres and he had no time to get 
the Stare out of him behind the chutes. But usually, 
he'd be singing Marty Robbins at the tops of his lungs 
With the window open, and people drivin' by always 
thought he was yellin' at em.
He was a likeable guy, there ain't no doubt. As far as 
I ever knew, them broncs were his only enemies, and
Landlord
Joe Kavitsky, white haired,
sits on a barrel in the corner of the kitchen.
One lightbulb on a string stares.
Joe Kavitsky drones, in a window 
beyond him, trees blow.
Black shadows.
I watch the branches whip 
behind his slow voice.
Placed against a wall, 
let my back slide down 
and sit deep
in a far corner. Decayed wisdom ticks, 
and the window shakes, 
shudders, to hold the wind.
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they only caught hell for eight seconds, or maybe the 
couple minutes it took him to set his rig, git on and 
nod for the gate with that quick, crazy, wild-eyed nod 
of his, and then git off. After that, why, they was 
alright. As a matter of pure fact. I recall seeing' him 
feedin' molasses cake to an ornery old Knothead mare 
what he got off of not moren' ten minutes before. 
Course, it had just won him about three hundred 
bucks, but hell, I'd never seen anything like that. He 
treated it like a big old dog. When I put it to him later, 
why he plum denied anything of the sort, lookin' at 
me sorta blank-faced, so I never said anything about it, 
and many of the fellers asked me about it, and I says 
“ Don't ask me."
Vigil
My mother sits on the step 
rocking back and forth with the lantern 
that hangs from the porch roof 
twisting in the breeze.
I wait in the orange light
and watch the moths twitch in
from the blackness to singe their wings.
When I am older my mother will touch my arm, 
explain to me how I didn't understand 
and why I must not learn to hate you 
but I am not older yet.
My mind knows only the down 
of moth wings beating against my arms, 
the dark movement of river air that 
bleats and sucks at my skin.
We wait all night for you—
The wind turns cold and stings my eyes.
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Like I say, I didn't know to Marvin Cribbs having any 
enemies but it sure comes to pass there was. I was told 
he beat hell outta some roughneck down in 
Wyoming, right in front of the feller's girlfriend. He 
was a big greazy feller with two, three fingers missin', 
like alia them roughnecks. He had squatty legs like a 
cartoon bulldog and big arms with tattoos of ships and 
somethin' else on em. But anyway, Marvin worked 
him over pretty good with this gal lookin' on, makin' 
things worse for the poor jerk. Well, she leaves him 
and turns up with none other than Marvin T. Cribbs 
later that night. Marvin havin' won the bronc ridin' 
that day with a 79, some kinda bronc rider he was.
Antarctica
An old man leaves a sigh of dust.
I watch from a well-lighted store.
He passes timidly like a cat walking, 
a face of sandstone and hair tumbles 
from his forehead in a cold wave.
He stops at a cemetery near the highway 
where four crows cock their heads, 
eyes illuviums of light and grass.
Willows in the moving air lull him 
and he lies down on arms of cork to rest, 
the black birds feed near granite.
On his way back, he stops to talk
of his youth: his town caught cancer
and was consumed. He'd danced with his wife,
a silken drapery in his arms. Her lips
were fruit—heavy and white, her breasts.
He hummed the Ranger's Waltz and cried. 
He'd spent his whole life 
not discovering Antarctica.
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Well, it seems this same ol' gal turns up with child and 
writes him a letter via “ General Delivery, Haily, 
Montana." It even had them three little x's on the 
back which I guess means “ Kisses." But damned if 
Marvin swears up and down that he never even, I 
mean he is telling the truth, never even got her pants 
off, much less dumped one inner. He is some kinda 
steamed. Says it musta been that goddam roughneck 
and she don't want no roughneck to be the father but 
wants a bronc rider to be it, and he says “ Well there 
ain't no way in hell, I gotta lot more road to cover," 
and this an' that. And you see, the bad thing was, we 
were all entered up at this particular Wyoming town 
the following Saturday, this town being Worland, 
Wyoming, and it was too late to draw out. There was a 
mess of jokes going' around about Whoreland, 
Wyoming, but Marvin didn't seem to pay em no mind. 
Well, brother, we up and goes down there and it 
wasn't so bad, as Marvin won the bronc ridin' in the 
riggin that day. No, as a matter of pure fact, it wasn't 
him but Joe Alexander who come up first on this 
double-rank horse of Three Bars. But Marvin did win a 
bit of money, and feelin' okay, we all goes down to the 
Silver Spur Bar, downtown Worland. We's all sayiri' 
how damn near every town we hit has a goddamn 
Silver Spur Bar, laughin, and gettin' good and limber, 
when in comes this gal as big as a barrel and says 
“ Lover!" and patting her belly says, “ this here is your 
daddy, honey I"—all this in the middle of fifty 
drunken cowboys. We all just kinda studied our beer 
bottle labels for a while and finally old Marvin gets up 
and asks if she would like to get some air, as it is stuffy 
in here, and she says, “ that would be jest fine, honey.' 
Well now, in about half hour, in he comes, kinda 
smiling that half smile and sportin' a big red welt on his 
cheek. “ I guess she'll understand" he says. We all 
knew he wouldn't-a hitter, but probably just talked in 
that way of his that makes everything sound as though 
it's right even if it ain't. We ordered up another round 
of beers and a hooker of Jack Daniels and decides we 
better leave, as we had to be in Belle Fourche by 4:00 
the next day for a big money show. We backed away 
from the table and *  couple chairs fell over, which 
someone says is a sure sign that there are some drunk 
cowboys out tonight. I think it was Marvin that said it, 
fittin' words for him. We go out the big brass door into 
the street and here's this old pregnant gal with a big 
damn double barrel shotgun, level at the door and 
kinda waverin' an' moanin'. We all scatter as best we 
could considering our drunk state. Old Marvin, 
though, stands there and figures he can talk sense to 
her, but he's wrong and she shoots him in the stomach 
not more 'n fifteen feet away, blowin' him and half his 
insides onto the sidewalk. Then she goes and lays 
down in the back seat of her car, one of them big ol' 
Plymouths with the fins. We pulled Marvin up against 
the wall of the Silver Spur Bar, Worland, Wyoming, an 
someone goes in to call the ambulance. Marvin he just 
laid there, propped up on the wall like a sack of flour, 
kinda smiling that half smile of his.
He sure rode a mean bronc though, as I say.
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